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Compressive tests were made on twenty-one 24S-T aluminum- 
alloy sheet-stringer panels 12 i,nches in length and 16 inches 
in developed width, reinforced by four Z stringers spaced 4 
inches apart. The radii of curvature R ranged from 19 
inches to infinity, the sheet thfcknesses t from 0.025 to , 
0,190 inch, and the rivet spaoing from 0.5 to 2 fnches. 

The curvature fncreased the strain for buckling of 
sheet between stringers up to 5.35 times. The critical 
strain for the panels with the heavy sheet covering a range 
of values of ba/Rt(b E stringer spacing) up to 6.4 agreed 
with the range of values computed from NACA Technical Note 
No. 895 for curved sheet with simply supported edges and 
with a formula given by Leggett for simple support. The 
critical strain for the panels with the thin sheet covering 
a range of values of bs/Rt up to 32.5 agreed with another 
formula by Leggett for clamped support. Panels of interme- 
diate thickness covering a range of values ,of b2/Rt up'to 
16.buckled at strains given approximately by Wenzek's formu- 
la. 

The critical strain for buckling betwe'en rivets in the 
elastic range increased 100 percent with an increase of 
b2/Rt from 0 to 32.6. 

The curvature of the panels generally increased the ef- 
fective width after buckling, particularly at strains close 
to the buckling strain. Bt much larger strains the effec- 
trve width for the curved sheet approached Warguerre's formu- 
la for flat sheet with simply supported edges, 
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Fifteen of the panels failed by stringer instability, 
two failed by separation of rivete, three failed by buckling 
of stringers and sheet as a unit, and one failed by buckling 
of sheet between stringers. 

The strength of the panels did not differ by more than 
6 percent from that computed from the nomogram in NBC-4 Tech- 
nical Note No. 856 for flat panels of the same design except 
for two panels which failed at loads 9 and 15 percent greater 
than the computed loads. 

INTRODUCTION 

An understanding of the possible beneficial effect of 
curvature on the strength of axially loaded sheet-stringer 
panels is important in the construction of airplane wings 
and fuselages from reinforced curved Sheet. 

The large-deflection theory of curved sheet is pre- 
sented in reference 1 for the special case of simgle‘support 
along the edges,of the sheet. It was concluded from this 
theory that initial curvature may cause an appreciable in- 
crease in the buckling load but that initial curvature 
causes a negligibly small change in the effective width for 
edge strains Which are several times the buckling strain. 

The results of,the theory are compared in reference 1 
with experimental results by Cox and Clenshaw, Rewel, Ebner, 
and Wenzek. The comparison indicates a qualitative agree- 
ment with the theory. However, the edge conditions for the 
various tests varied so widely as to make impossible a di- 
rect quantitative check of the analysis. 

The experimental results obtained are not directly com- 
parable wtth the result8 obtained by previous investigators 
on the strength of curved sheet. Host previous experimenters 
tested specimens with but a single bay, in which a large 
amount of lateral motion of the edge8 was possible. In this 
work the specimens had several bays and 80 the lateral mo- 
tion of,the edges was probably much loss. 

The tests doscribed in this paper wore made at the re- 
quest and with the financial assistance of tho national 
Advisory Gommlttea for Aeronautics, The object Of this 
study was to provide experfmental#data under carefully con- 
trolled conditions which could be used to check the adequacy 
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of the theory, and beyond that to furqish data.for empirical 
chart8 of the buckling load, effective width, and ultimate 
load Of curved sheet-stringer. panels. 
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SYXBOLS 

The symbols have the following significance: 

radius of curvature of sheet 

stringer spacing 

sheet thickness 

length of panel 

rivet spacing 

strain at stringer ceptroid 

strain at point of contact of sheet and stringers 

strain for buckling of sheet between stringers 

critical stress 

Youngls modulus 

Poisson's ratio 

. 

sheet load between adJacent stringers 

stres's in sheet at stringer Pine 

effective width ratio 

APPARATUS AND TPISTS 

Panels.- The dimensions of the panels are given in ta- 
1 and in figure 1. The stringers, the sheet,' and the 

rfrvets were 24s~T aluminum all,oy. The stringers were noni- 
nally Of the same dfmensiona for all the panels. Actually 
their cross-sectional area vari'ed between 0.163 and 0.193 
square inch, The thickness of the sheet in the panels was 
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taken as the average of ten readings. The variation of 
sheet thickness in a given panel did not exceed 0,001 inch. 
The area of the panels was determined from the weight, den- 
sity, and length after correcting the weight for the weight 
of the rivet heads, This area checked the area obtained 
from cross-ssctional dimensions within l/2 percent. 

Panels 4, B,.and 6 With rivet spacings nominally 20, 
40, and 80 times the sheet thickness were included to deter- 
mine the effect of rivet pitch on the strength of curved 
panels. Panels 17 to 21 with a sheet thickness of 3/X6 inch 
Were included tc determine the effect of relatively large 
sheet thrckness, 

Mechanical properties of material.- Tensile tests and 
single-thickness compressive tests (reference 2) were made 
on specimen8 from the sheet used in the panels. For some of 
the material pack compressive tests (reference 3) were also 
made. The resulting stress-strain curves are given in fig- 
ure 2, and the mechanical properties are given in table 2. 
The single-thickness compressive tests and the pack compres- ' 
sive tests gave identical results within the observational 
error. 

Compressive properties of the stringers were determined 
from compressive test8 of 21 unidentified 4-inch lengths of 
the stringer stock. The resulting family of compressive 
stress-strain curves is plotted at A in figure 3, Of this 
family, more than half agree with the single stress-strain 
curve B. This curve.was used for computations for all the 
panels since the COrreSpOndenCe between the stringer sample8 
and the panels was unfortunately not available, Except for 
2 of the 21 curves, the deviation from curve B was less than 
1 percent. For the remaining 2 curves the differences in 
modulus were 2 and 3 percent and the differences in yield 
strength (0.002 offset) were 5 and 6 percent, 

Preparation of panels.- The panels, as received, were 
rolled to approximately the correct radfus of curvature. 
They were prepared for test by clamping them in a supporting 
jig having the correct radius of curvature. The jig was 
then mounted in a grinder and the ends of the panel were 
ground flat and paraliel. After grinding, the panel W&8 
clamped between ground steel blocks with the supporting jig 
still attached. In some of the panel tests Wood's metal Wa8 
cast around the end8 of the panel to prevent local crinkling: 
in the other panel tests this step was omitted. 170 difference 
in behavior at.the ends $.n the two instances was observed. 
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In some of the panel tests wire-type strafn gages were 
used, 'These strain gages were attached to the strfngers 
with DUCO cement and t&e cement was allowed to dry 1 to 2 
days. 

IJounting panels in testing machine,- Some of the tests 
Were made in a 120,000-pound verticail testing maOkin and 
the remainder in a 200,000-pound vertical testing machino. 
The panel was placed with its centroidal axis along the cen- 
ter line of the machine. A plaster cap was then Cast between 
the top ground-steel black and the upper head of the tosting 
machine at a load of about 3OO'pounds. 

After the plaster cap had set, tha supporting jig was 
removed and 8dg8 guides were attached, Th8 edge guides ap- 
proximated t"ne support of the sheet at the stringers; they 
allowed the edge of the sheet, to move freely in its oWn plane 
but Prevented lateral displacements. Details of construction 
Of these guides are shown in figuro 8 of reference 4. 

Strain measurements.- Eight 2-inch Tuckerman stradn 
gages were attached to the stringers of the panel..-Four Of 
the88 gages were attached directly to the outstanding 
flanges. The remaining four gag88 measured the Strain On 
the stringer flange joined to the sheet using the lever 
strain transfers described on page 4 of reference 5, 

In the tests it was found that the buckling was some- 
times so violent that the !L'uckerman gages were thrown out Of, 
adjustment so that the increment in strain during the proc- 
ess of buckling could not be measured by th8S8 gages, In 
order to measure'the increment in strain during buckling, 
SR-4 electric strain gages were also attached to the 
stringers for some of the panel tests. 

Figure 4 shows one of the panels set up for test with 
the strain gages attached. The SR-4 wfre strain gages are 
on the under side of the stringers and therefore are not 
visible in the photograph. 

Figure 5 shows the location of the strain gages on the 
stringer cross. section, The strain E at the centroid of 
the stringer and the Strain c' at the point ,of contact Of 
the Sheet and the stringer- were computed from the measured 
strains on the assumption that the strain in the stringer 
varied linearly With the distance from the Sheet, This as- 
sumption of linear strqin variation was partially checked by 
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attaching twelve SR-4 gages to a sfngle Stringer and testing 
it under axial loads. No deviation from linear strain varia- 
tion across the section was observed until after severe 
bending at an axial stress of 40,000 pounds per square inch. 

Buckling.- The buckling of the sheet between stringers, 
the buokling of the sheet between rivets, and the twfsting 
of the stringers was noted by frequent visual inspection. 

Test schedule.- After mounting the panel in the testing 
machine, the strain was measured for small increments in 
load. At a load of about 10 percent of'the expected maximum 
load, those panels which did not show a uniform straltn dis- 
tribution were removed from the testing machine and their 
ends were reground. They were then tested again. For the 
remaining panels the loading was continued up to failure, 
and strains were read for small increments in the load. 

. 

rr, 

jr 

ELESULTS OF TESTS 

Strains.- The load-strain graphs are shown in figures 
6 to 26. The stringer strafns are the strains B at the 
centroids of the stringers and the sheet strains are the 
strains' f' in the extreme fiber of the stringer at the 
contact between stringer and sheet. Notes on the progress 
Of buckling appear on the figures. 

The strains read on the 6%4 wire-type strain gages 
differed from the satrains read on the Tuckerman strain gages 
by amounts up to 2 percent; the differenoes were small 
enough to be explained by local variations Of the Strain in 
stringers and sheet. Increments in strain were taken from 
the Tuckerman gage readings except in those cases where the 
Tuckerman gages were thrown out of adJustm8nt by buckling Or 
by accidental jarring; in such cases the strain increments 
were taken from readings of the 6%4 Strain gages. 

Permanent set readings were taken for some Of the pan81 
tests. The readings are shown on the load-strain graphs. 

Buckling.- The strains at which buckling was first no- 
ticed are given in table 3. For nearly 80 percent of the 
panels, the buckling was of the nsnap diaphragm" type. Two 
kinds of buckling of the Sheet between stringers were ob- 
served. For the slightly curved panels, the buckles extended 
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from stringer to stringer just as for flat panels, while, 
for the more Curved panels, Some of the buckles extended 
only part of the way from stringer to stringer as in a thin- 
walled cylinder under axial load. 

In addition to buckling of the sheet between stringers, 
there was buckling of the sheet between rivets, instability 
of the stringers, and buckling of the panel as a whole be- 
tween edge guides. The.last type of buckling occurred Only 
in panels with 0.188-inch sheet, In these panels the sheet 
wa.s so thick relative to the stringers that the stringers 
were unable to restrain the sheet against normal displace- a 
ment at the rivet line. 

The buckle pattern in the Sh88t did not stay fixed as 
the load increased. Buckling between stringers became more 
general and the buckle separation decreased as the load in- 
Creased, In some cases, changes in the buckle pattern were 
observed at loads as high as four to five times the first 
buckling load. In panel 1, for example, buckling started at 
5 kips and changes in the buckle pattern occurred at 6.9, 
8.2, 8.9, 10.6, and 22.1 kips,. Figures 27 and 28 show the 
buckle pattern in panel 1 at a load of 30.0 kips. 

Failure,- The maximum load, the average stress at fail- 
ure, the average stringer stress at failure, the average 
sheet strain at failurs, and the type of failure are summa- 
ri's8d in table 4. 

ANALYSIS 

Buckling of sheet between stringers.- A theoretical 
ValU8 for the strain for buckling b8tW08n stringers Ecr 
was obtained upon the assumption that the Sh88t was elastic 
and would buckle like an infinitely long curved plate Of 
constant width and oonstant thickness, simply supported at 
the edges. In figurea 8, 9, and 10 of reference 1 curves 
are given for the effective wSdth of such a plate. These 
curves are redrawn in figure 29. The curves fndtcate that 
buckling can occur as follows for simply supported sheet: 

b2/Rt = 0; Ecrb2/t2 = 3.66 

b’/Rt = 5; 4.9 5 ccrb2/t2 2 (1) 

b2/Rt = IOr 6.2 : Sorbs/t2 2 

5.1 i 

8.3. 
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where. 

b strfnger spacing 

B radius of ourvature 

t sheet thickness. 

E. cr critical b&klin:T strain 

The limiting values of oritioal strain when b'/Rt = 5 and 
10 indicate a range rrithrn whicrh ths sheet can be in stable 
equilibrium in efther the buckled or unbuckled state. Above 
this range the sheet must be buokled and below it the sheet 
must be unbuokled. 

An approximate value of the oritical buukling strain 
for a long curved plate of constant zvidth and thiukness hav- 
ing clamped edges was computed on the assumption that the 
buckling strain would be increased in the ratio of the crit- 
ical strains of Cl8JUp8d and simply supported flat sheet, ti 
this basis the critical strain for clamped.curved sheet is 
given by; 

b2/Xi; = 0; ‘orba/t2 = $37 

bajat = 5; 8.k <= a,,baft2 <= 8,9 

. 
b2/Rt = 10; 10.8 2 capba/t2 <= 

I 
14.1; 

(2) . 

The values of critioal strain given by equations (1) 
and (2) are plotted in iignre 30 for the preceding values of 
b2/Bt together with the measured values. Open points de- 
note panels which buckled inside of the elast$c range 

- (%r c 0,0932) and solid.points denote panels which buckled 
beyond that range (Ecr >0.0032). Panels 17 to 19 were 

omitted since they did not buckle 'between stringers. 

w8nzekis equation. for critioal stress (reference 6) 

=cr = 5.B(t/b)2 + 0.3 E(t/h) (3) 

is based on tests that permitted lateral motion of the edges 
of the sheet. In the elastic range it can be rewritten as: 

I 
. 
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cc$/tS = 6.0 + 0.3 b2/RC (4) 

This equation is plotted as curve A in figure 30 for compar- 
ison with the observed data. 

teggettxs curves for cribical stress (reference 7, fig- 
ure 1) are plotted as curves B and C in figure 30 for simple 
and clamped edge support, respectively. Leggett obtained 
his results assuming no lateral motion of the edges of the 
sheet by so%ving the equilibrium equations and showed that 
they agree olosely with those of Redshaw (reference 8) who 
uses energy methods. Leggett points out (referenoe 7, p* 5) 
that hfs results are only applicable when "bfR is small," 
in the present tests the value of b/B varied from 0 for 
panels 9, 14, and 21 to 0.209 for panels 6, 7, 8, 13, 20, 
and 27. 

. Stowellls equatfon (referenoe 9, equatfon (13)) for 
critioal stress is intended for uie where lateral motion of 
.the edges of the sheet is permftted. Par the case when 
ba/Rt is large it fs: 

*cr = (51 

where k, is determfned from the condition that 

Ocr, = 
k,n2Eta 

32(1 - p2)b2 

when B = 01, Taking pa = 0.1, equation (5) can be rewrit- 
ten in the elastic range for the case of simply supported 
edges where kd,, = 4.00 as 

( 

I. _ 
6,,b3/ta = 1.83 1 +Jl + O.O277(b”/Rt)’ 

3 
(6) 

and for the case of clamped edge support where km = 6.97 
&.S 

Eorb2/t2 1 + 0,00912(ba/Bt)2 (7) 
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Equations (6) and (7) are plotted as curves D and E, respec- 
tively, in figure 30. Stowell, in addit%on, 
tion (reference 9, equation (10)) 

gives an equa- 

. 
Ocr = 

k,rr2Et2 Elba 
12(1 - &)b2 

+ 
k&u2Ra 

(8) 

. 
which he recommends for use when b2/Rt is small, Taking 
p2 = 0.1, this equation can be rewritten in the elastic 
range for the case of simply supported edges where kco = 4.00 
as 

Qcrb2/P 1 3.66 +‘0.0253(ba/R# 

and for the case of olamped edge support where k, = 6.97 as 

scrb2/ta a 6.3'7 + C,C145(b2/Rt)a (10) 

Equations (9) and (10) are plotted as ourves F and C, re- 
spectively, in figure 30, 

Lundquist and Sohuette (reference 14) recommend that 
the critical compressive stress for a ourved sheet between 
stiffeners where lateral motion of the edges of the sheet is 
permitted be taken as the larger of the following values: 

(a) The critical compressive stress for an unstiffened 
cfrcular cylinder of the same radius-thickness 
ratio 

(b) The critical uompresaive stress for the same sheet 
when flat 

They give on page 13 of reference 14 for condition 
two possible values 

E: = %$ = 0.605 t and Qcr cr R Bcr =T-= 
0.363 ; 

These conditions 'may be rewritten as 

and 

ccr bZ = 0 605 b2 
t2 l tR 

'a32 ba 3 0 363 b2 
t" . tR 

a) as 

(lla) 

(lib) I 
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Condition (b) may be expressed as 

c cr baz366 
ta ' 

(12a) 

for plates having simply supported edges and as 

(13b) 

for plates having clamped edges. 
fl2a), 

Equations (lla), (lib), 
and (12b) are plotted as curves H, J, IT, and L, re- 

spectively, in figure 30. 

Figure 30 shows a large variation in the observed buck- 

ling strain even when panels 14, 15, 16, 20, and 21 which 
buckLed in the plastic range are excluded, The critical 
strain ratio varied from Ecr baIta F 4.2 for -panel 12 hav- 
ing ba/Rt = 0 to ccr ha/t" = 24.6 for panel 4 having 
b2/Rt = 32.6. 

Comparison of the curves for simple edge support (curves 
B, D, P, and K together with H or J, fig. 30) with the ob- 

served data on panels 12 and 13 h6;ving relatively thick 
sheet (t/b = 0.025), approximating the condition of simply. 
supported edges, indfcates that over the range covered by 
the data 0-c b2/Rt C 2,2 only curve B agrees within the 
experimental scatter of about 10 percent, The remaining 
curves are lower as mrght be expeoted since they apply to 
cases where lateral motion of the edges of the sheet is per- 
mitted. 

Comparison of the curves for clamped edge support 
(curves C,.E, G, and 1; together with H or J, fig. 30) with 
the observed data on panels 1 to 6 having relatively thin 
sheet (t/b = 0.0062) approximating the condition of 
clamped support at the edges, indicates that over the entire 
range covered by the data 0 < b2/Rt < 32.5 Leggett*s curve 
C gives the best fit. ,Again, the remaining curves are lower 
as might be expected since they apply to cases where lateral 
motion of the edges of the sheet is permitted. 

Figure 30 indicates that Wenzekls formula, curve A, 
gives an approximate value of critical,strain for b2/Bt < 16. 
Pn the case of panel 4 for whioh the stringer supplied 
nearly clamped support to t4e sheet, Wenzek's formula is 40 
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percent low; while in the case of panel 13 for which the 
stringer supplied nearly simple support to the sheet, 
Wenzek's formula is 23 percent high. 

Curvature caused the greatest increase fn critical 
buckling strain for panels 4, 5, and 6. These panels had a 
radius of curvature of 19.1 inches. The critical strains 
for buckling between stringers of panels 4, 5, and 6 were 
0.00101, 0.00100, and 0.00087, respectively. Panels 7, 8, 
and 9 of reference 4 were nominally the same as panels 4, 5, 
and 6 of the present report except that they were flat. 
Their critical buckling strains were O,OOO33, 0.00025, and 
0.00020, respectively. The curvature therefore caused in- 
creases in critical buckling strain by a factor of 3.06, 
4.00, and 4.35, respectively. Figure 30 indi cates that even 
greater increases in buckling strai.n might be expected from 
further increases in curvature, 

Buckling of sheet between rivets.- The experimental 
values of strain for buckling of sheet between rivets are 
plotted in figure 31 against the ratio Z/t of rivet spac- 
ing to sheet thickness. The curve in figure 31 is faired 
through experimental values of buckling strain for flat 
24S-T aluminum-alloy panels; it was copied from curve C, 
figure 49 of reference 4. It isevident from figure 31 that 
panel G,..hasing a value of bs/Rt of 32.6, buckled between 
rivets in the elastic range at a strain 100 percent larger 
than the corresponding strain for flat panels. The remain- 
ing panels had rivet spacings L/t between 15 and 40 and 
all buckled at strains +n the plastic range, in whfch a con- 
siderable scatter due to eccentricities may be expected. 
The scatter of points in this range in figure 31 is, in fact, 
too large to reveal any consistent increase in buckling 
strain with increasing curvature; however, the average buck- 
ling strain was considerably larger than for the flat panels. 

Effective width of curved sheet.- The effective width 
W of the sheet in the three Center bays of the panels was 
computed from the equation 

P sh w=- 
-S 

where 

(13) 

P sh sheet load between adjacent stringers, average for 
three center bays 
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QS longitudinal compressive stress corres$onding to strain 
E' (fig. 23 on sheet sfde of stringer 

The sh8st l'Cad P,h was calculated by subtracting the load 
carri,ed by th8 stringers and the load carried by the edge 
bays from tha applied load and dividing by 3 (corresponding 
to the three center bays). The load on each stringer was 
obtained from the average stringer strain, the compressive 
strass-strain curve of the stringer.material (curve B, fig, 
3), and the cross-sectional area of the stringer (table 1). 
Except for panels 4, 5, and 6, the load carried by the edge 
bays was obtained from Warguerrets formula, (reference 11, 
P. 45) 

w/b = 1, cf g 3.64 (t/b)s? 
r/a 

! 
(14) 

w/b = 1.54 (ta/bacq , et 2 3,64 (t/b)= 

where b is the width cf the bay. 
which had a large ba/Rt 

Tar panels 4, 5, and 6, 
ratio even in the narrow edge 

bays, the load carried by the edge bays was computed either 
from Wenzek's formula (reference 6) 

w/b = 1, E* 5 (5 + 0.3b2/Rt)(t/b)' 7 

w/b = (5 C 0.3b2/Rt) 
1/2 

. (E*b=/t')l" / 

-(b/R) [l - (5 + 0,3b2/%) 
/ 

(Elba/t=) , 1 
c' ?(5 + 0,3be/R%)(t(b)= 

i 
; 

(15) 

or from Marguerress formula,equation (14), for simply sup- 
ported sheet, choosing whichever formula gave the larger . 
value of effectfve width, 

The observed effsctive width is.pLottad in figures 32 
to 36 in terms of the dimensionless ratios and 
4% with b"/Rt and b/R 

E*b=/t" 
as parameters. The points are 

piOtt8d solid for ct > 0,003, Data for panels 1, 2, and 10 
were not plotted since-these panels were tested without wire 
strain gages and the buckling was so sudden that the Tuckerman 
strain gages were thrown out of adjustment and the necessary 
reset had to be made by extrapolatdon, Xt was though9 that 
this was not accurate enough for Oomputing effective width, 

. 
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Theoretical and empirioal formulas for effective width 
are also plotted in figures 32 to 36. 5hese are I[arguerrels 
formula for the effective tiidth of flat sheet with simply 
supported edges (equation (14)), #enzek*s formula for curved 
sheet (equation (X6)), theoretical ourves for a curved long 
plate having simply supported edges (fig. 291, and theoret- 
ioaL curves for a flat plate having alamped edges (reference 
12). 

Comparison of the observed effective widths with those 
computed from the theoretical and empirical formulas shows 
the observed effective widths to be somewhat higher except d 
for the flat panel 7 (fig. 32), whioh checks the theory o.f 
refereace 18 for flat plates having clamped edge support* 
Bffective widths at loads sbome the buokliag load were Ob- 
tained only for panels 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11, Of 
these, panels 3 to 6 had sheet so thin that the restraint by 
the stringers approached the clamped edge condition. This 
may account for the measurement of affective widths well 
above those given by Yenzek's formula, which holds for a 
condition of restraint intermediate between simple and 
cILamped,support at the edges, .Panels 8 to 11 With s4eet of 
intermediate thiakness gave effect5ve wSdths that were Only 
a little above 1Jenzek's formula. All panels gave effective 
widths larger than those computed from the theory of refer- 
ence 1 whiah assLmes simple edge support. At strains out- 
side the elastic range (El a 0.003), the effeotive widths 
approaahed Marguerrefs formula for flat sheet with simpLy 
supported edges. (See equation (141.) 

Buakling of panel as a whole between edge,guidesr- Pan- 
els 17, 19. and 20. with a reinforcement ratio (area of 
string&s/total area) betweea 0.178 and 0,193 failed by 
buckling of the panel as a whole between edge guides. In 
these panels the reinforcement was apparently not suffi- 
Biently stiff to prevent lateral displaoements of the sheet 
at the stringers+ Panels 18 and 21 did not fail by buckling 
as a whole although they had the same reinforoement ratios . . 
as‘panels 17 and 19, It appears'from this that the critical 
value of reinforcement ratio for which panels of this type, 
with a width of 16 inches, may or may not fail by buckling 
of the panel as a whole between edge guides is about 0.18, 
The critical reinforcement ratio may be expected to increase 
with incrrease of panel width atld with,dearease in curvature. 
In the parrels tested, however, the effects of differences in 
ourvature were less than the random variations due to other 
causesa 
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NO theoretical estimate of oritical reinforcement ratio 
was made since the only available method of analysis (refer- 
ence 13, pp. 372 to 378) oonsiders only up to two stringers 
and only material which is elastic; whereas, panels 17 to 21 
had four stringers each and failed in the plastic range, 

Strength of panals.- The observed loads at failure are 
plotted against computed loads in figure 37. The computed 
loads were obtained from the nomogram for flat 245-T 

. aluminum-alloy panels (ffg. 56 of reference 4) assuming a 

stringer stress at failure of 39 kips per square inch. This 
value of stringer stress is an average for the flat panels 
of reference 4, which had stringers of the same design as 

those used fn the curved panels. 

Figure 37 shows that for 19 of the 21 pane,ls tested, 
covering a range of be/Rt from 0 to 32.6, the observed 
loads differed from the calculated loads for similar flat 
panels by not more than 6 percent. The remaining 2 panels, 
20 and 21, were 9 and 16 percent stronger, respeotivsly. 

. 

Rational Bureau.of Standards, 
Washingtcn, D. a., May 1944. 
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l!ABX l.- DIMXVSIONS OF PANELS 
[See also fig. 13 

Length Developed Phiokness 
,fpenel, width of of 

a Panel ,b sheet, t 

(in.) b) b.> 

11.97 16.00 
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TABS 2.- TE6TSWD COkPBBSSIVEPROP~TIES OFSJJX@l! 
[See ala0 fig. .q . 

bTomillal Direction Young's rlldd.us Tt?Ndle 
thickness of Tension 
of sheet load 

Compression strength 

(in.) (kips/sqin.) (Bips/sq in.1 (kips/sq in.1 (Hps/sq b.J bps/W in.) 

0,025 L0llgitU~nd lo,500 42.0 .025 Transverse 10,600 10,700; -s...--...---1- 2 w----e---- ii;': 
.09 LOUgitUdind 10,400 10,700 5er:4 49-l 74:o 
-09 Transverse ------------ 49.6 ---_---- 72.4 
.100 L0llgitULUn6l. 

g,g 
10,500 58-5 47.5 73-7 

,100 Transverse 10: to 00 --------w.-- 49.2 ----------- 71.5 
.lM L0ngi’cudinaJ. 10, 0 10,500 44.g 
.188 Transverse 10,500 --------- -------I--- 
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TAsm j.- STRAXNS AT FIRST OBSERBED BUCICLING 

92 SSlXC' AND INST$BILITY OF STIUXGERS 

Buckling of sheet Buckling BucH.illg of 
between stringers of sheet &stability panel as a 

Panel Part w2y Stringer between of who18 
between to rivets stringer between 
stringers stringer edge guides 

33 
10.1 

40 

l30 
‘34 I”,’ 
I32 

b> 
1% 

(2) 

17 

20 
P 

\ t 
Estia&ed fron obsemed data. 

'No bu&Ung observed at any load. 

19 



PE- Averap;e stress, Average stringer Averwe sheet 
Panel lodi, P PiA Type of failure 

WPS) kLps/sq In. 1 -- --- 
1 8:; 40.0 o.oQ59 Stringer instability1 
2 37.0 ,005o DO. 

;: 
30.0 37*2 .ooM 

Jo46 2: 
65 .0048 

30.2 27.0 .004g 
Do. Do. 

7 29.2 35*g .ook Do. 
28.9 35-g 
29.0 2: 

10 28.2 La47 
11 44.2 29.1 .oojs 2: 

. 12 .0036 Rivet s6pration 
1 
1 % 

l ooy3 Do. 

. 0040 Stringer instability1 
15 go.0 l OQ35 Do. 
16 g1.g .oW B!lcla.ing of sheeta 

17 138.4 Buclning of paud= 
18 1 z 5.0 Str53qpr instability1 
19 1 3.5 39.2 
20 149.9 40.7 

-00 E Buuckiling of panel3 
.oo ’ Do.= 

21 15S.l 42.5 .0060 Stringer tistabilityl 
I 
LStringers f3iled by twisting. 
"Sheet bucldd between stringers at maxlmm load. 
3BucELing of panel 38 a whole between dge guides. 

i 



Figure l.- Oonetruction of sheet-stringer panels and 
nominal dimenslone of stringer. Stringers 

faetened to eheet’by l/S-inch brazier-head rivets. 
All material. S&-T aluminum alloy. 

.- 37S7ger r- I’ 

4 

Figure 6.- Location of etrafn gages on atrloger crone- z 
q eotion. m 

ID 
I- 
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if 
Figure 2.- Stress-strain ourvea 

of 248-T aluminum 
alloy ekeet used in panels. 
LT, tanaioa in dlreotlon of 
rolling; Lc, oompreaslon in 
direction of rolling; TT, 
tension transverse to direction 
of rolling. 

Figure 3.- Compressive etresa- 
. strain ourvea of four- 

lnoh lengths of Z-atringers; 
A, family of stress-strain 
ourvee for all the &ringers; 
B, etrela-etrain ourve used In 
computatione for all panels. 
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Figure 4.- Panel during test ahowing attachment of strain gape. 
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Figure 6.- Test of panel 1; radius, 76.5 inohae. 
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Figure 8.- Teat- of panel 3; radius, a5.5 inohm. 
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Figure B.- reet of panel 4; radius, 19.1 inches. 3 
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Plgum lO.- test of pane1 6; radiue, 19.1 lnohe~. Figure Il.- Teat Of panel tit radius, 19.1 inches. 
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Strain 

ugure la.- Teat of pm01 7 flat sheet, (5R-4 gagbs used 
after 48.6 kips . t 

I I I I I I’ I 

2 
Figure 18.- Test of paas 8; radiue, 76.6 ioohee. t? 
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Figure a.- Test of panel 9, radius, 38.2 inches. 
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Figure L6.- Teat of panel 10; radius, 25.5 Inches. 



Figwe lg.- Tacit of panel ll;.imilua, 19.1 inchee, 
(a-4 gagB'd uPed t0 PBQBt TuCtsrnl81l 

glgeo after buckling at 37'.1 Lips). 

5 
P 

Figure 17.- Test of panel 12; flat eiwmt, (g&4 gages . %I . 
used after 70.0 kipe), z 
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mgwe le.- Teat of panel 13; redi-, 76.5 inohee. 
Figure lQ.- Test of panel 14; rediue, 36.6 inches. 

(8X-4 gages wed after 70.0 kipe). 
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Figure aO.- mat of pmel 15; radiw, a5.6 inahse. . 
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Figure al.- TBot Of prrnei 18; ?adiuo,l9.1 lMhEs, 
(6%4 gwps wed after 73.8 klpa). 
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, .strm2 

Pigum aa.- mat of panel 17; flat nh3t, (m-4 gagee 
used after 116 kip). 

Figure a.- reet of panel 18; radius,%.B Inches. 
(ERA wea used after la0 Lipa). ;r 
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Figure &I.- met of panel 1ei radius, 33.5 inches, 
(ER-4 gagea used after 120 kips). 

II -- -l 

Figure a.- Teat of pane1 ao; radim, a.6 iMtmE* 
(Sil-4 gagsa used titer la0 kipa). 
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Figure as.- Tent Of P'311ei al; W.&B 19.1 lrchee. 
(a-4 gag'38 Wed after 130 kipa). 
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2 Figure a.- Kfeotive width ratio for long panel, alaply- 2 
supported oh the edge (reference 1). 
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Figure 27. - Panel 1 at a load of 30.0 kips (stringer side). 



. 
Figure B8.- Sheet side of panel 1 at 30.0 kipe showing buckle pAttern. 
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Figs. 30,31 

of curvature; ccr = 
strain for buckling 
betreen stringers. 

K~X ii 
- Eq.4, Wenzek 
- Leggatt. 

simple- support at 
atrin ers 

durve d - Leggett, 

b2/Rt emall 
Curve H - Eo.lla, 
Curve J - Eo.llb, 
Ciurve K - Eq.lPs, 

elmple support a 
stringers 

3-e L -'Ea.l2b,, 
damping at 
stringers J 2 
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rqure 3a.- Effective width ratio of observed data, Yarguerre's 
formula, Weneek’e formula, end theoretical curves 

(references 1 and la), b/R = 0. 

0 /o 20 30 40 50 60 ‘70 ioo /IO IZb 130 

Figure 33.- Effective width ratio of observea data, Marguerre’e 
formula, Wenzek’e formula, and theoretical curqee 

(reference l), b/R = 0.0523. 
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Figure 34.- Effeotive width ratio of obeerved data, Marguerre!s 
formula, Beneek's formula, and theoretical curves 

(reference I), b/R = 0.1047. 
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Figure 35.- Effective width ratio of obmrved data. Yarguerrets 
formula, Kenzek's formula, and theoretical curves 

(reference 11, b/R = 0.1568. 
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Figure 36.- Effective riclth ratio of observea Uata, Yarguerre's 
formula, Wenzek's formula, and theoretical curve8 

(reference 11, b/R = 0.2092. 
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Figure 37.- Measured maximum loads against 1046 given by 
nomogram (figure % of referenoe 4). 


